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ABSTRACT 

In this lecture a model o£ repeated calls in 

telephone tra££ic will be dealt with. Incoming 

calls £inding all lines busy, change over to 

the repetition state with a limited probab

ility Zl. From this state they lead to a renew

ed call with an exponentially distributed 

calling rate. I£ they rind all lines busy 

again, they return to the repetition state 

with a probability Z2 possibly di££ering £rom 

Zl. Calls which are unable to seize any line 

or change over to the repetition state are 

lost. 

For this model the linear equation system £or 

the state probabilities and expressions £or 

the loss probability and similar values will 

be quoted. Taking a group o£ 10 lines as an 

example and based upon the values £or 

subscriber behavior, arising £rom French 

measurements, the in£luence in particular o£ 

the repetition rate on the loss probability 

and on a value, designated as £ictitious loss 

probability, will be investigated in greater 

detail. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

All telephone central exchanges, as is well 

known, are dimensioned in such a manner that 

they will be able to satis£y almost all 

communication requirements. A limited part o£ 

the calls, however, encounters already £ully 

seized grou~s o£ lines or switches. With 

almost all systems, these calls are given a 

busy signal and their processing then broken 

o££. Although it is a well-known £act that 

many o£ these calls will be repeated by the 

subscribers a£ter a more or less short interv&4 

call repetition was not taken into account in 

the classical Erlang telephone traffic theory. 

To neglect this is necessary i£ simple sel£

contained £ormulas are req~ired, and to a 

certain extent it is £urther justified i£ the 

repetition intervals of congested calls are 

long in comparison with the mean duration of 

the states of congestion. 

Admittedly, just a few authors have already 

dealt with call repetition. At this juncture 

I would specially like to mention the 

significant paper by J.W. Cohen [lJ of 1956. 
This paper deals with a model of call 

repetition, in which each congested call is 

allocated a random-distributed repetition 

time. The call is repeated with a given, 

exponentially-distributed repetition rate, but 

will be lost i£ it exceeds the repetition 

time allotted. This interesting model 

unfortunately has the disadvantage in that it 

departs considerably £rom the behavior of the 

telephone subscribers. 

I will now proceed to describe a simple model, 

which permits a better approximation of 

subscriber behavior and which leads towards 

systems o£ equations, w~ich can easily be 

solved by computers. 



2. MODEL OF A FULLY-AVAILABLE GROUP WITH CALL 

REPETITION 

Let us assume a ~ully-available group o~ n 

lines (see Fig.l). It is o~~ered a Poisson 

tra~~ic A. Each incoming call searches ~or an 

idle line in the given group. I~ there is one, 

it will seize it. The duration o~ the seizure 

is a random variable with exponential 

distribution. I~, however, no line is idle, 

the call will be lost with the probability o~ 

l-Zl. With the counter-probability Zl this 

call searches ~or an unoccupied repetition 

place amongst the m repetition places. Should 

one be available, it seizes it, should no such 

place be unoccupied, it is lost. 
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Fig. 1 Con~iguration 
A o~~ered tra~~ic (poiseonian) 
C repetition rate ~or a call in the 

repetition state 
Zk entering probabilities into the 

repetition state ~or unsuccess~ul 
calls 
k 1 ~or ~resh calls 

repetition 
places 

k = 2 ~or calls already in repetition 

Every call in the repetition state repeats its 

attempt at seizing, independently o~ the 

tra~fic o~~ered, at exponentially distributed 

intervals with the repetition rate C. Should 

it encounter an idle line in the case au~ a 

repetition, it will seize it. I~, however, no 

line is idle it will be lost with the probab

ili ty ,l-Z2. With the counter-probability Z2 

it comes back to its repetition place. 

It will be readly seen that in this system, 

one must di~~erentiate between the states 
(X,Y) with 0 ~ X ~ n and 0 ~ y ~ m, where X 

is the number o~ busy lines and Y the number 

o~ repetition places occupied. This system 
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cannot be generalized without an increase in 

the number o~ states. On the other hand it is 

naturally quite easily possible to describe 

more general systems in accordance with the 

same principle and to solve these i~ more 

complicated states are taken into account. 

Let us designate the limit probabilities ~or 

the states (X,Y) as P(X,Y), then the ~ollowing 

linear equation system can be set up ~or 

these statesl 

n 

m 

x 

p(X, Y) {X + CY( 1- 6 xn) + c( l-Z2)TOxn 

+ A(l_bx
n

) +Zl A6x
n

(l_b y
m

)} 

o 0 

=P(X-l,Y)A.(1-6x )+P(X-l,Y+l)C(Y+l)(l-bx )· 

m 
• ( 1 -6 Y ) + P (n, Y+ 1) C (Y + 1) • 

n m n 
• (l-Z2)6X (l-b y )+P(X+l,Y) (X+l) (l-b X ) 

n 0 

+P (n,Y-l) AZ, OX (l-b y ) 

with 

n m 

L L 
X=o Y=o 

a 
6 

b {O
l ~or a .. b 

otherwise 

p(X,Y) = 1 • 

number o~ lines available 

maximum number o~ calls in repetition 
state 

number o~ busy lines 

Y 

(X,Y) 

number or calls in repetition state 

state o~ the system giving X busy 
lines and Y calls in repetition state 

p(X,Y) 

A 

C 

Zl 

probability o~ the state (X,Y) 

tra~~ic o~~ered 

repetition rate ~or a call in 
repetition state 

probability ror a ~resh call being 
unsuccess~ul to enter the repetition 
state 

probability ror a call being 
unsuccessrul and coming rrom a 
repetition state to reenter the 
repetition state 

• 

• 

• 
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Such equation systems can he solved with 

~onventional standard methods. Since the 

corresponding coe~~icient matrices, however, 

contain relatively many noughts, it appears 

more advantageous, particularly ~or greater 

values o~ the quantity n o~ lines and the 

quantity m o~ repetition places, to utilize 

iteration methods ~or solving the equations [2J. 

A~ter solving the equation system, it is quite 

elementary to ascertain the subsequent values 

or primary interest by summations. 

Probability o~ a call to be congesteds 

m 

S J ,= L P(n,Y) 

Y-o 

Probability or a call to be losts 

S 1 -(l-Z l) t P(n,Y)+Zl P (n,lIl) + 

Yao 

+ (1-Z 2 ) CIA f YP(n,Y) 

Y-o 

Mean nuaber o~ calls in repetitionl 

S 2 - f III L Y p(X,Y) 

X=o Yao 

Fictitious tra~~ic or~ered: 

S 4 

Fictitious probability or loss: 

S.5 (s4 -A+A .sl)/S4 

The ~irst three o~ these values need no 

rurther explanation. The values s4 and S5, 

which have been given the attribute 

"~ictitious", however, are based upon the 

~ollowing consideration. An observer consider

ing the systea as described, without prior 

knowledge o~ the existence o~ repetition 

pIac,es, which in real traf~ic are i.ncidentally 

only present rictitiously, will count all 

calls as lost seizures, which encounter an 

already ~ully-seized line group. irrespective 

or the fact whether they are actually lost in 

accordance with our earlier derinitioD or 

whether they reach a repetition place. Equally, 

he will 'not only count the real new calls as 
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part o~ the o~~ered tra~~ic, but also the calls 

coming in ~rolll the repetition places. Under 

this premise, he will determine an o~~ered 

tra~~ic and a loss probability, which we shall 

designate as f'ictitious traf'~ic o~f'ered and 

f'ictitious probability o~ loss. 

J. DISCUSSING THE RESULTS 

For the purpose o~ studying the possibilities 

and e~f'ects of' the model f'or call repetition, 

explained in the preceding chapter, a prograa 

was written ~or a cOIllPuter. Here, the 

programming language BASIC and a tillle-sharing 

computer were used to achieve siaple progr~. 

The program comprises not more than 160 BASIC 

instructions. 

Out o~ the large number o~ , possible appli

cations may be selected, as an example, a 

~ully-available group with ten lines. The 

number o~ repetition places shall be limited 

to ~ive. Additional repetition places would 

have very little e~~ect on the results, since 

only very ~ew calls are lost in such cases due 

to a lack o~ repetition pla~es. Let us assuae 

that the tra~~ic o~f'ered aay be varied over a 

wide range. 

With the simulation o~ subscriber behavior let 

us rely upon measuring results, which were 

quoted in a contribution of' the French 

administration to Study ~oup XIII of' the 

International Telegraph and Telephone 

Consultative Committee [J] . 

Based upon these one may assuae as an 

approximation that the subscriber will repeat 

rejected calls with a probability o~ 0.6 if' 

the original calls were new or ~resh calls, 

and with a probability or 0.75 i~ they were 

already repeated (non-f'resh) calls. As the 

repetition rate, i.e. the mean nuaber of' 

repetitions per mean seizure time, we have 

taken the value or 0.6 rrom these measurements. 
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From the values as quoted, the le~t-hand solid 

c~rve in Fig. 2 will be obtained in conjunction 

with the selected arrangement ~or 108s probab

ility, and ~or congestion probability, i.e. 

the probability ~or a ~resh call not to ~ind 

an idle tine, the right-hand solid curve will 

be obtained. Now i~ we change the repetition 

probabilities ~or ~resh calls to 1.0 and ~or 

non-~resh calls to 0, i.e. each call being 

repeated precisely once, this will produce 

the two broken lines ( - - - ) in Fig. 2, 

re~erring to the loss and congestion probab

ility at the same repetition rate o~ 0.6. For 

comparative purposes, the Erlang loss probab

ility (----) has been indicated in the 

center. We learn by consulting this ~igure 

there~ore, that the repetition probabilities, 

as to be expeoted, haTe stron« in~luence on 

loss probability. 

"~ 31----l--+--+-I--++++t---+--+-+-t--+-+-+++----+----l 
a... 

probability 
0,2 0,3 0,4 0,6 O,B 1 2 3 4 5 678 10 % 20 30 

Fi«. 2 Loss and Congestion probabilities ~or 
systems with call repetition 

10 ~ully available lines 

---- Erlang loss ~ormula 

3 repetition places 

Zl probe ~or a ~resh. call 

Z2 probe ~or a non-~resh call 
to enter the repetition state 

Zl = 0.6, Z2 = 0.75 

Zl z 1, Z2 2 0 

0.6 repetition rate 

Let us now pose the question regarding the 

influence of the repetition rate on loss 

probability. Initially one expects this 

in~luence to be considerable. For this purpose 

let us take a look at Fig. 3. Here again, the 
loss probability ~or the selected arrangement 

has been plotted ~or three di~~erently large 

values ot the repetition rate. And that is, 

~or the values o~ 0.6, 2.0 and ~or the very 
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large value o~ 10.0. The last value signi~ies 

that the mean repetition interval amounts to 

one-tenth o~ the mean seizure time. The 

repetition probabilities have again their 

original values o~ 0.6 and 0.75. As may be 

seen ~rom Fig. 3, the in~luence o~ the 

repetition rate on the congestion probability 
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Fig. 3 Loss and Congestion probabilities 
~or systems with repeated calls 

10 ~ully available lines 
3 repetition places 

0.6 probe ~or a ~resh call 
0.73 probe ~or a non=Fresh call 

to enter the repetition state 
repetition rate 0.6 

" "2.0 
" 10.0 

at these values o~ the repetition probability 

can practically be neglected and that also the 

in~luence on the loss probability is relatively 

small as a«ainst the assumption. Thus the loss 

probability, ~or example with a 3 Erl o~~ered 

tra~~ic di~~ers only between 0.87 ~ and 1.23 ~. 

A very interestin« result is also obtained in 

this instanoe i~ the real loss probability 

is not plotted a«ainst the real tra~~ic 

o~~ered, as in Fi«. 3, but i~ the ~ictitious 

loss probability is plotted a«ainst the 

~ictitious tra~~ic o~~ered. With the ~ictitious 

loss probability it is an earlier established 

~act that such calls are also taken into 

consideration, which are received at the 

repetition placesl with the ~ictitious tra~~ic 

offer this also includes calls coming in from 

such places. Fig. 4 illustrates the result in 

the shape o~ the three right-hand curves and 

as a comparison then a«ain the curve for the 

Erlang 10 •• ~ormula on the extreme le~t. It 

is worthy o~ note 

• 
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1. that the curves ~or call repetition extend 
paraliel with the Erlang loss curve, 

2. that the deviations are not unduly great 
in conjunction with the given repetition 
probabilities. Even in the extreme case o~ 
the repetition rate o~ 10.0, ~or example, 
only 1.7 ~ is obtained in place or 1.0 ~ 
and only 24 ~ instead or 19 ~ loss re
spectively with the Erlang ~ormula. 
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Fictitious probabiUty of loss 
20.1 0,2 0,3 0,4 0,6 0.8 1 2 3 4 5 678 10 % 20 30 

Fig. 4 Fictitious loss pr6babilities 
ror systems with repeated calls 

10 ~ully available lines 

C 

Erlang loss ~ormula 

repetition places 

prob. ' ror a ~resh call 

probe ~or a non-rresh call 
to enter the repetition 
state 
repetition rate 

Z 1 - 1, Z2" 0, C .. 0.6 

Zl -0.6, Z2-0.7.5, c=0.6 

Zl -0.6, Z2 -0.7.5, c .. 2 

Zl-0.6, Z2-0.7.5, C.l0 

Proc'eeding rrom the t'act that the repetition 

probabilities measured in France accurately 

describe the subscriber behavior, a ~act which 

may well be assumed, then this result can be 

looked upon as a t'orm ot' justit'ication t'or 

applying the Erlang loss t'ormula to the 

dimensioning ot' telephone systems. This 

result, ot' course, amongst o,thers signi~ies 

that with tra~t'ic measurements, in particular 

in the case ot' not unduly high repetition 

rates, an only slightly increased loss will 

be observed in comP4rison with the Erlang 

t'ormula • 
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Naturally, not all problems conne,cted with call 

repetition have been tTeated exhaustively with 

the aid o~ the examples as described, and a 

great deal o~ scope certainly remains t'or 

~urther work in this , ~ield. The practical 

example, however, should have demonstrated 

how comparatively simple it is today to deal 

with thes'e problems and solve the •• 
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